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Abstract

The research based on the related network broadband spectrum sensing algorithm of pn code ranging. More than the traditional spectrum sensing method based on narrow band as the research basis, through the radio-frequency head band pass filter center frequency change and implementation, therefore, not effective spectrum of broadband usage in real time tracking and perception, therefore, put forward the network broadband spectrum sensing algorithm based on pseudo code ranging. Spectrum resource usage through the main user judgment, build relevant spectrum perception model, according to theory of time serial search for pseudo code capture, until the results reached the preset threshold, enter the pn code tracking, according to the obtained phase difference sequence regulating local phase to achieve two sequences are minimum steady-state phase, implementation pseudo-code tracking, thus complete the perception of broadband spectrum and tracking. The experimental results show that the improved algorithm for network broadband spectrum perception can effectively reduce because of the negative impact of such factors as the channel fading and improve the processing speed and the reliability of perception, to provide data support to improve the utilization rate of spectrum resources, has a great advantage.
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1. Introduction

With the development of the explosive growth of wireless communication, it has received widely application. The demand for wireless frequency spectrum resource is also increasing. Accuracy spectrum perception is an important factor of wireless frequency spectrum resource and thus becomes a hot issue of research [1-3]. Currently, common spectrum perception methods are the network broadband spectrum perception methods based on the optimal multi-taper spectral estimation [4], singularity detection [5] and compressed perception [6], among which the latter one is used the most frequently [7,8]. The effective perception of the network broadband spectrum makes it possible for perception high frequency spectrum and is quite promising. Relevant research is paid attention to closely by experts and scholars [9,10].

Traditional spectrum perception methods were usually based on narrow band. Actual need cannot be realized, as the perception was not as effective as expected to.

Consequently, this paper proposes a network broadband spectrum perception method, in order to make up for the weakness of traditional methods. The service condition of main users is analyzed. The spectrum perception model is established. Pseudo codes are acquired according to the time-domain serial research theory, until the threshold is reached. Then, local phase sequence is adjusted according to obtained phase difference and pseudo codes are tracked. These are the basic steps of network broadband spectrum perception and tracking. Results show that with the improved algorithm, negative factors such as noises can be wiped out. As a result, the perception is more efficient and reliable, which makes full use of the spectrum resource.
2. Principles for Network Broadband Spectrum Perception Based on Pseudo Code Ranging

Principles for network broadband spectrum perception based on pseudo code ranging can be described as below:

The phase of the carrier wave is adjusted by sending pseudo-random codes. The codes are sent through antenna which receives and reflects the wave. The receiver regains $m$ sequence of the reflected wave and tracks the signal synchronously through adjusting the phase. The distance of the object can be obtained by computing the delay inequality $\tau$ between sending and receiving $m$ sequence. To ensure the distance is definite, the period of $m$ sequence should be twice the ranging.

Suppose the maximum ranging is $d_{\text{max}}$, and the period $pT$ of $m$ sequence can be computed by:

$$d_{\text{max}} = \frac{1}{2} cpT$$

(1)

Where $p = 2^n - 1$, and $n$ is used to describe the series of shift register. $T$ is code width. As the period of pseudo-random codes prolongs, the codes are more resistant to interference. Higher accuracy is reached and the ranging is increased.

According to the characteristics of $m$ sequence, code width $T$ has something to do with the ranging accuracy. When $T$ is reduced, the ranking is more accurate. When the ranging is large, the period of pseudo-random codes prolongs, and the time $\tau$ for slipping acquisition method is:

$$\tau = \frac{pT}{2}$$

(2)

During the spectrum perception, it is suggested to design rapid codes with rapid acquisition plans, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Production of Rapid Code](image)

From the abovementioned principles, the network broadband spectrum perception is realized with high accuracy and reliability.
3. Improved Algorithm of Network Broadband Spectrum Perception Based on Pseudo Code Ranging

Traditional spectrum perception methods were usually based on narrow band, which was realized by changing the center frequency of the band-pass filter. However, it fails to track and sense the service condition of network broadband spectrum.

3.1 Construction of Spectrum Perception Model

The perception is to track and locate accurately the underutilized spectrum resources that haven’t been used by main users in the network broadband. Cognitive users can take the use of such underutilized resources and drop out when main users are using it. Cognitive users constantly search for underutilized resources. The service condition of the spectrum can be expressed as in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. State of the Spectrum Resources](image)

During the perception, cognitive users judge the service condition of the licensed spectrum through the signals sent by main users, and confirm whether there are underutilized resources. The modeling is to verify the dualism hypothesis.

Suppose $H_0$ is used to describe the situation where there are no main users. $H_1$ is used to describe the situation where there are main users. Then, the network broadband spectrum perception can be described as below:

$$r(t) = \begin{cases} \omega(t), & H_0 \\ s(t) + \omega(t), & H_1 \end{cases}$$

(3)

Where $r(t)$ is the signal received by cognitive users $s(t)$ is the signal sent by main users $\omega(t)$ is used to describe white Gaussian noise which averages at 0.

According to relevant testing methods, $r(t)$ is dealt with and the statistical decision $Y$.

According to the threshold $\lambda$, the service condition of spectrum utilization by main users is judged:

$$\begin{cases} Y < \lambda, & H_0 \\ Y \geq \lambda, & H_1 \end{cases}$$

(4)
3.2 Pseudo Code Acquisition

According to time-domain series search principle, the codes are acquired as below:

The signals sent by main users are received by the receiver. They are transformed to the medium-frequency signal at the front-end:

\[
S(i) = \sqrt{2P}D(i)PN(i-i) \ast \cos \left((w_o - w_d)iT_n + \phi\right) + n(i)
\]

(5)

Where \(P\) is the received signal power. \(PN(i-i)\) is the pseudo code. \(w_o\) is the frequency of the carrier wave. \(\phi\) is the original phase. \(n(i)\) is the superposition of all noises.

After the multiple with local pseudo codes and carrier waves, there are two signals \(I\) and \(Q\). After integration, they can be expressed as:

\[
I(k) = \sqrt{2P}D(k)R[\xi(k)]^* \sin c\left[T_d\Delta w_d(k) / 2\right] \cos \varphi(k)
\]

(6)

\[
Q(k) = \sqrt{2P}D(k)R[\xi(k)]^* \sin c\left[T_d\Delta w_d(k) / 2\right] \sin \varphi(k)
\]

(7)

\[
\sin c(z) = \sin(z) / z
\]

(8)

Where \(R[\xi(k)]\) is used to describe local pseudo code and function of received pseudo code. \(T_d\) is the integration time.

Computing the quadratic sum and the acquisition decision with the peak value is obtained:

\[
P = \max(P_j) = \max \left\{ \sqrt{I_j^2(k) + Q_j^2(k)} \right\}
\]

(9)

If it doesn’t reach the threshold, then the pseudo code generator is moved half a code. The process is repeated until the peak value reaches the threshold, which indicates successful phase synchronization. Then, the pseudo codes are tracked.

3.3 Pseudo Code Tracking

After acquisition, there are still errors \(\Delta\) between local code and the input pseudo code sequence. Thus, we need to track the pseudo code for accuracy purpose.

A typical lead-lag incoherent code tracking modeling is adopted to track the pseudo codes. Phase difference of received and local sequence is obtained. Local phase sequence is adjusted accordingly, so that the stable phase difference between two sequences is the minimum. The tracking model is shown as in Figure 3:
Figure 3. Lead-Lag Incoherent Code Tracking Model

Suppose the curve of $\pm 1/2T_c$ is featured by $DT_c/2(\tau)$, thus there is:

$$D_{T_c/2}(\tau) = R(\tau - T_c/2) - R(\tau + T_c/2) =$$

$$\begin{cases} 
\frac{N + 1}{N} \frac{2\tau}{T}, & |\tau| \leq \frac{2T_c}{2} \\
\frac{N + 1}{N} \frac{2\tau}{T} \left(1 - \frac{3T_c}{2\tau}\right), & T_c/2 \leq |\tau| \leq \frac{3T_c}{2} \\
0, & |\tau| < \frac{3T_c}{2} 
\end{cases}$$

(10)

Where $T_c$ is the code width of the expanded spectrum sequence. $R(\tau)$ is the normalized function of $PN$.

According to abovementioned method, the network broadband spectrum resource perception is realized and located.

4. Results and Analysis

To verify the efficacy of the improved algorithm, an experiment was conducted. Relevant parameters are set up as below: the network broadband frequency ranges from 0Hz-80MHz and is divided into 80 equal-interval channels, the width of each is 1MHz. Number them as $h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_{80}$. BPSK modulating signal is adopted to transmit. Under different parameters, the threshold is confirmed as the average value of 100 experiments. White gaussian noise is added.

Suppose $h_i = \{h_{i_1}, h_{i_2}, \ldots, h_{i_0}\}$ is the No. of the channel occupied by main users. $D_i = \{D_{i_1}, D_{i_2}, \ldots, D_{i_0}\}$ is the decision of channel $h_i$. The detection rate of evaluation index is:

$$P_d = \frac{\|D_i\|_0}{\beta}$$

(11)

Suppose $h_0 = \{h_{0_1}, h_{0_2}, \ldots, h_{0_0}\}$ is the No. current spectrum hole. $D_0 = \{D_{0_1}, D_{0_2}, \ldots, D_{0_0}\}$ is the decision of channel $h_0$. So, the false alarm rate is:
Both the traditional method and the improved method are adopted to conduct the experiment. The evaluation is according to the performance of the network broadband perception algorithm which is based on pseudo code ranging.

(1) Comparison of perception performance of algorithms under different SNR

The SNR (signal-noise ratio) ranges from -25dB to 25dB. 100 experiments of traditional algorithm and improved algorithm are conducted under each signal-noise ratio. The average of detection rate and the false alarm rate is shown in Figure 4 and 5:

![Figure 4. Detection Rate of Two Algorithms under Different Signal-Noise Ratios](image)

![Figure 5. False Alarm Rate of Two Algorithms under Different Signal-Noise Ratios](image)

From Figure 4 and 5, it is seen that when the settings of the network broadband spectrum perception remains unchanged, the detection rate of the algorithm increases versus the signal-noise ratio. And the false alarm rate decreases along with the increase of the signal-noise ratio. Under the same signal-noise ratio, the average detection rate of the improved algorithm is higher than that of the traditional algorithm, and the average false alarm rate is lower than the latter. This indicates that the improved algorithm is more resistant to interference and performs better than the traditional algorithm.
(2) Comparison of time-consuming of two algorithms

To evaluate the efficiency of the improved algorithm, time-consuming is compared, as shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Comparison of Time-Consuming Of Two Algorithms](image)

From Figure 6, it is seen that time-consuming of the algorithm is little influenced by signal-noise ratio. And the improved algorithm consumes less time than the traditional one, indicating that the improved algorithm has higher efficiency than the traditional algorithm in the network broadband spectrum perception.

5. Conclusion

Traditional spectrum perception methods have much limitation. The perception results are poor and actual needs cannot be realized. Therefore, this paper proposes a network broadband spectrum perception method based on pseudo code ranging. The spectrum perception model is established. Pseudo codes are acquired according to the time-domain serial research theory, until the threshold is reached. Then, local phase sequence is adjusted according to obtained phase difference and pseudo codes are tracked. Results show that the network broadband spectrum perception can achieve satisfying perception result with higher efficiency. The false alarm is avoided to some extent. Such method allows full use of spectrum resources and has great potential.
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